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A recent survey paper1 on modern techniques for preventing anthropogenic climatic change concludes: 

Global warning is not a natuial result of normal, optimal economic activity Rather, it is an artifact of the economi- 
cally inefficient use of resources, especially energy. Advanced technologies for resource efficiency, and new ways to 
implement them, can now support present or greatly expanded wotldwide economic activity while stabilizing global 
climate - and saving money. New resource-saving techniques - chiefly in energy, faxming, and forestiy - generally 
wotk better and cost less than piesent methods that destabilize the eaxth's climate. 

Thus "most of the best ways known today to abate climatic change are not costly but profitable; not hostile but 
vital to global equity, development, prosperity, and security; and reliant not on dirigiste regulatory intervention 
but on the intelligent application of market forces." 

This is not a new idea. A book-length exposition published a decade ago2 was summarized3 and debated4 in 
these pages. That decade has brought a wealth of important analytic findings and practical experience. What 
were then isolated existence proofs are now eveiyday market realities; what were speculations are now facts; 
what were hopes are now solid, large-scale achievements. For example, efficient use of electricity is now a 
multi-billion-dollar-a-year U.S. industry, half utility-financed, and is doubling every couple of years.5 Energy 
efficiency, renewable sources, sustainable farming and forestry practices, CFC displacement, and (especially) 
their previously neglected synergistic combinations6 have made such enormous strides and are now backed by 
so much empirical evidence that the terms of the debate have fundamentally changed. 

Moreover, these abatement methods are now demonstrably far cheaper than anyone, including us, dared to 
hope a decade ago, and are becoming even cheaper all the time. In nearly all circumstances, saving fuel now 
costs less than burning it, so the carbon (and other) emissions avoided by substituting efficient use for fuel are 
now achievable not at a cost but a profit, and being profitable, can be done largely in the marketplace. 
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study. 
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Without trying to summarize here the extensive technical evidence marshalled in our survey paper, the dimen- 
sions of the resulting change can be sketched by rebutting ten prevalent myths (ii italics) about avoiding cli- 
matic change: 

1. Greater scientific ceeafnp should precede action. The uncertainties about climatic change and its potential 
consequences are substantial, interestina and likely to cut both ways. But they are also irrelevant to policy7 be- 
cause virtually all the actions needed to abate climatic change (id it does turn out to be a real problem) should 
be taken anyway to save money. These "no-regrets* actions are about enough to solve the p~oblem if it does 
exist, and are highly advantageous even if it doesn't. The problem with climatic change isn't decision-making 
under mcertainty; it's realizing that in this instance, uncertainty doesn't matter. 

2. The issue is whether to buy a "climatic inmrmcepoZiql' analogous to $re insurance or to defense qenditures (a 
major investment mo&ilEng must of the country% sciendfic m d  technological resouzes, and meaat t~forestall or 
respond to unlike& but putengd& catastrophic threats to nagon& s e a ~ g ) .  The "insurance" analogy is partly 
valid, because delaying action untiI obvious climatic changes axe m b * w o u s l y  underway makes abatement too 
little, too late, and too costly -- just like trying to install a sprinkler system in a hotel that's currently on fire, or 
build military forces while you're already under attack, or buy collision kwance after you've crashed your car. 
Abating climatic change will ~equire si@mt efforts affecting large numbers of people and stocks of capital 
over long periods and with long lead times, so waiting too long will certainly raise cost* difficulty, and risk of 
failure? But the analogy breaks down if, as was shown above, the real choice is not balancing uncertain future 
benefits against daunting pzesent costs, but rather making the investment as wisely and quickly as possible in 
o ~ d e ~  to achieve both the uncertain future benefits and the guaranteed fmancial savings. Any insurance 
"premium" is actually negative: the actions that can stabiie global c h a t e  will save money anyway* without 
counting the avoided costs of trying7 or failing, to adapt to possible climatic change. Such "insurance" is un- 
quationably a good buy. 

3. Abutkg climutic change would be cost&. RktinMhed econometricians have claimed that just achieving t h  
Toronto interim target of cutting C 0 2  emissions by 28% -- roughly a third of the reduction probably required 
for climatic stab'kfion8 -- would cost the United States alone on the order of $200 biion per year? Such 
calculations have been strongly criticized on technical grounds.1Â But worse, their high-cost condusion is a bald 
ussumption masquerading as a factJ1 The econometric analysis merely asks how high energy prices would need 
to be, based on historic price elasticities of demand (typically from decades ago)' to reduce fossil-fuel use by 
x%, then counts those higher prices or their equilibrium econometric effects as the cost of abatement. This ape 
proach ignores the compelling empirical evidence that saving most of the fuel now used is cheaper than even its 
Aort-run marginal cost7 and hence is profitable rather than costly. The econometricim thus have the amount 
about right but the sign wrong: using modern energy-efficient techniques to achieve the Toronto target would 
not cost but suve the US. on the order of $200 V i m  a year. These techniques did not exist at the time of the 
behavior described by the historic price elasticities: those elasticities summarize how people used to behave un- 
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der conditions that no longer exist. Indeed, cost-minimizing energy policy -- if not derailed by the blunder of 
treating future energy needs as fate instead of choice -- seeks to change those conditims as much as possible. 

4. gmch cost-efiecgve abatements were available, they would alrew have been bought. This is remhkcent, says 
physicist Murray Gell-Man, of the econometrician who, asked by his mannerly granddaughter whether she 
could pick up a $20 bii she'd just noticed lying on the sidewalk, replied, "No, my dear, don't bother: if it were 
real, someone would have picked it up already: 

The striking disequilibrium between how much energy efficiency is now available and worth buying and how 
much has already been bought arises from distinctive, well-understood market failures that leave cheap effi- 
ciency seriously underbought at present prices. For example, consumers have poor aecess to infomation and to 
mature mechanisms for conveniently delivering integrated packages of modern techolo@es. Implicit discount 
rates are about tenfold higher for buying efficiency than supply7 severely diluting price signals. Many energy 
utilities misunderstand theis business and want to increase their sales -- even though reducing their sales could 
increase their profits by decreasing their costs even more. Perverse regulatory signals often reward inefficient 
and penalize efficient behavior. Markets in saved energy are sparse or absent. And present market signals, 
omitting externalities that may be as big as the apparent fuel prices, make consumers indiiferent to whether 
they buy, for instance, a 20- or a 60-mile-per-gallon car, since both appear to cost about the same per mile to 
own and drive. 

Solutions exist for each of these market failures. These solutions have been proven in market economies and 
are rapidly emerging in a wide range of societiesy so there is an ample range of effective policy instruments to 
choose from. Yet the technical and bplementation options -- the everyday work of energy-efficiency practi- 
tioners -- are mostly &om to those e c o n o m e ~ u m  who lie awake nights worrying about whether what 
works in practice can possibly work in theory. Their substitution of a theoretical assumption (all market failures 
are unimportant, so all cost-effecGve efficiency must already have been bought, so any not yet bought must be 
expensive) for empiridfmb is not ,just a diierence of outlook between economists and engineers12; it is an 
intellectual scandal. It reveals kdespread ignorance, not least in the press7 about the difference between theory 
and obsexvation. 

5. Abating climdic change woald &mtical& curtail AnterGxua and similar lgestyles, and would mean less cumfort, 
mobilip, etc. Nothing could be further from the truth. The fuel-saving technologies that can stabiie glob& 
climate while saving money actually provide unchanged services: showers as hot and tingly as now, beer as cold, 
rooms as brightly lit, torque as strong and reliable, homes as cozy in the winter and cool in the summer, cars as 
peppyy safe7 and comfortable, etc. The quality of these and other services can often be not just sustained but 
substantidly improved by substituting superior engineering for brute force? brains for ,joules: eg., efficient 
lighting equipment provides the same amount of light, but it looks better and you see betieq efficient buildiigs 
provide superior comfort; and superefficient cars can be safer? peppier, and more comfortable than today's cars- 
The same is broadly true of sustainable agriculture &d silviculture, which provide comparable yields with supe- 
rior quality, resilience7 human health, and (generally) profitability. 

6. Abatements would be so costly and disagreeable that they could on& be mhieved by &aconian, m t h o ~ f a ~ m  
government mandates incompatible with democracy. On the contrary? modern abatements can be so profitable 
and attractive that they can be largely if not wholly achieved by existing hstitutions, within the present frame- 
work of free choice and free enterprise. Planners unaware of market-driven alternatives seem perversely am- 
ious to set up new bureaucracies to tell people how to live. Many bizarre schemes have been susested for sub- 
stituting dirigisme for markets, penury for development, 1isk.s for rewards, and costs for profits. All that is un- 
necessary. 

'7. Combating climatic change requires tough tra&ofls - swgppieg one End ofpllueon or rfskfor another. Abat- 
ing climatic change through advanced resource efficiency can shultaneously   educe or eliminate many other 
h m ~ d s  too -- oil-secwity risks, nuclear proliferation, utilities' planning and financial risks, declining farm and 
forest yields, etc. -- without creating new ones. 



8. Avuiluble m e m  of ubutmen& singly or combined will be too small und too slow, so climatk change is in- 
evitable m d  we must starf tying to adapt to it. This counsel of despair k misguided. To be sure, some si@icant 
degree of climatic change or increased climatic volatility in some places may already be unavoidable if the more 
sensitive models prove valid13 , or if greater climatologicd or emlogical understanding continues to bring un- 
pleasant surprises. A modest degree of adaptation may therefore be prudent if not inevitab1e:l4 e.g, planning 
coastal developments to accommodate some sea-level rise and water projects to tolerate shifts in rainfall, 01 re- 
versing the narrowing of crops' and forestsy genetic bases. Nonetheless, the techniques described in xef. ly if 
their benefits are prope~ly understood, show promise of such rapid and widespread deployment that most of the 
ham pxojected in today's best climatic models could almost certainly be avoided. Many abatement measures 
also happen, as a free byproduct, to increase resilience in the face of whatever climatic change may nonetheless 
occur?5 

9. Abuhg climatic change would lock developing c o g n ~ e s  into ubject poveq, or at least prevent their uchieving 
their le@&mate aspirutions - even though most clhutic chmge so fm has bees c m e d  by the industridized cou.a- 
tries- On the contrary, the abatement options discussed in ref. 1 are not merely compatible with but essential to 

al development and increased equity: without high levels of resource efficiency, the required in- 
frastructure investments for energy, watery materials, etc. make development undfordable. 

10. Policymukers ulready know whut their options me und haven't chosen those described here, so either h e  policy- 
muken me stupid or the options don't work. Many poficymakers suppose that abatement must be slow, small, 
costly, inconvenient, and nasty -- not because that's true, but simply because they don't h o w  any better. The 
&Ed@, we suspect, may be the one economist Ken Boulding described: that a hierarchy is "an ordered ar- 
rangement of wastebaskets designed to prevent information from xeaching the executive." The options de- 
scribed in ref. 1 are avaiiable, demonstrated, and ofken in widespread and successful use. Many, however, axe 
so new that they are not yet widely known even to technical experts, and will take many years to fdter up to 
decisionmakess through normal channels. What is needed, therefore, is better and faster technology transfer to 
the policymakers. We hope our sux~ey paper, and this summary of some of its implications, will contxibute to 
that effort and launch a vigo~ous debate. 
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